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Context. Within the framework of the accepted simplifying hypotheses, an approximate scheme of calculation of the parameters 
of the active and passive sections of the trajectory is proposed, which allow to study the trajectory properties of the existing as well as 
perspective samples of the reactive and rocket assisted projectiles. The object of the study is a model for the calculation of the trajec-
tories of the reactive and rocket assisted projectiles based on a nonlinear system of differential equations of motion of the center of 
mass of the solid.  
Purpose. The purpose of the work is to propose for practical apply a new system of corrections in the range and direction for de-
viation of the flight conditions of the projectiles from the table value, based on the calculations of elements of the trajectory of the 
projectiles at the end of the active section of the trajectory, which greatly improves the accuracy of preparation of installations for 
firing and as a result  the effectiveness of hitting the target. 
Objective. The goal of the work is to propose a new system of corrections in the range and direction for deviation of the flight 
conditions of the projectiles from the table value, based on the calculations of elements of the trajectory of the projectiles at the end 
of the active section of the trajectory, which greatly improves the accuracy of preparation of installations for firing and as a result  
the effectiveness of hitting the target. 
Method. The proposed analytical method allows to: determine the set of indicators characterizing the process of approaching the 
rocket projectile from the guide and clarify the initial conditions necessary to solve the system of equations of motion on the active 
section of the trajectory; which is regarded as a standalone trajectory that affects the course of the projectile's flight on the active 
section of the trajectory. The calculation of the passive trajectory plot for rocket projectile and the second passive plot for active 
rockets projectile is necessary to obtain the trajectory parameters at the point of fall (in the vicinity of the target) which is important 
for the correction of fire in the subsequent defeat of the target by reactive (active-reactive) projectile's (mortar shells). 
Results. The developed calculation method was tested in the estimation of the accuracy of the calculation of the elements of the tra-
jectory of projectile movement. 
Conclusions. The calculations performed on the basis of the developed analytical method confirm the workability of the pro-
posed mathematical support and allow recommending it for practical use in solving problems of external ballistics with the prospect 
of optimizing the trajectory of motion of controlled and unmanaged flying objects. Prospects for further research are to create consis-
tent methods for calculating tactical and technical indicators of new types of ammunition. 
KEYWORDS: mathematical modeling of the ballistic solid motion, the movement of the center of masses of solids, which mod-
eling of reactive (active-reactive) shells and mines, engine thrust, fuel flow per second, rocket fuel weight, engine run time, powered 
and passive trajectory sector. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
APT is an active powered trajectory of reactive 
(rocket-assisted) shells; 
PPT1 and PPT2 is the first and the second passive sec-
tor for rocket-assisted projectiles; 
PTS is a passive trajectory sectors for missiles. 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 VхС  is an aerodynamic coefficient of force of fron-
tal air resistance; 
RF

 is a reactive force; 
 VF  is a reference function of air drag; 
 V58F  is a law of air resistance; 
 Y  is a function of distribution of density of air 
along the altitude; 
1I  is a specific impulse of jet engine; 




 is a normal reaction of guiding line; 


 is a thrust force; 
a  is a pressure of powder gas; 
n  is a pressure of air on flight altitude; 
R  is a universal gas constant; 
aS  is a sectional area; 
0S  is a quantity of the complete path of the missile on 
the guiding line; 
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 is a frictional force; 
V  is a speed of the missile; 
Y   is a height of trajectory on an area PPT1; 
ахW , аzW  is a longitudinal and lateral components of 
the ballistic wind within the active path of the trajectory; 
xa  is an acceleration of the frontal resistance force; 
1b  is a coefficient, which can be found with the help 
of the table; 
pс  is a ballistic coefficient of the shell on the passive 
trajectory; 
d  is a caliber of the missile; 
g  is acceleration of gravity; 
h  is a pressureby normal condition; 
i is a coefficient of form of the shell on passive trajec-
tory; 
ia is a coefficient of form of the shell on powered tra-
jectory; 
1k , 2k  it’s a dimensional coefficients that take into 
account the effect of jet charge temperature on a single 
thrust pulse and jet engine operating time; 
0m  is an initial mass of the missile; 
m  is a mass of solid fuel; 
aq  is a actual weight of the missile; 
t  is a flight time of the shell; 
0t  is a descent initial time of the missile from the 
guiding line; 
1t  is a descent final time of the missile from the guid-
ing line; 
workt  is a engine turn-on time; 
0  is a descent speed of the missile from guiding line; 
w  is a acceleration of the is acceleration of the center 
of mass of the missile; 
aw

 is an efflux speed; 
 is a wind coefficient; 
0  is a ratable part of powder charge; 
  is a bend touch angle to trajectory; 
0  is a elevation angle; 
  is a virtual temperature; 
a  is a jet engine run time; 
a  is a tabular values of time of work of engine for 
the tabular value of temperature of reactive fighting 
load C15ofloadT ; 
ON  is a temperature by normal condition. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The calculation of the parameters of powered and pas-
sive trajectory is important ballistic task [1–6]. Approxi-
mate scheme methods are needed to calculate the parame-
ters of powered and passive trajectory sectors, required to 
get the sectors of trajectory in arbitrary point, also to 
search the characteristics of new model missile’s trajec-
tory.  
The object of study is a model for the calculation of 
the trajectories of the reactive and rocket assisted projec-
tiles based on a nonlinear system of differential equations 
of motion of the center of mass of the solid.  
The subject of study is the sampling methods used in 
an approximate scheme of calculation of the parameters 
of the active and passive sections of the trajectory in reac-
tive and rocket assisted projectiles. 
The purpose of the work is a new system of correc-
tions in the range and direction for deviation of the flight 
conditions of the projectiles from the table value, based 
on the calculations of elements of the trajectory of the 
projectiles at the end of the active section of the trajec-
tory, which greatly improves the accuracy of preparation 
of installations for firing and as a result  the effective-
ness of hitting the target. 
 
1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In the first step we provide calculation of descent pa-
rameters of the missile from the guiding line. There is no 
method of determination of descent parameters of the 
missile from the guiding line in exterior ballistic literature 
[1, 2, 4–6].   
To solve the set of the system of differential equations 
of movement of reactive (rocket-assisted) projectile on 
trajectory it’s necessary to know the initial conditions: 
descent speed of the missile from guiding line – 0 ; de-
scent time – 0t , ratable part of powder charge 0  is 
burnt till the descent moment. 
Let’s consider the movement of the missile along the 
guiding line with next suppositions. 
1. The missile executes only a motion of translation 
under the thrust force  , gravity gmG 00   and fric-
tional force   of master devices of the shell, along the 
guiding line (Fig. 1). 
2. With low movement speed of the missile along the 
guiding line the drag force is very low, consequently it is 
not taken into account. 
The methodology, described in this chapter, allows 
calculating descent parameters of the missile from the 
guiding line, which are necessary to solve the system of 
differential equations of movement of the missile on pow-
ered trajectory. 
Further we make the calculation of powered trajectory 
of reactive (rocket-assisted) shells. 
Next step – the calculation of the passive trajectory 
sector of the missiles and rocket-assisted projectiles. 
Therefore, the calculation of the parameters of the ac-
tive section of the trajectory is carried out on the basis of 
a mathematical model consisting of an appropriate system 
of differential equations, which we denote as 
APT
dS , 
and, respectively, given the initial conditions for reactive 
and rocket-assisted projectiles. The main problem in find-
ing the parameters of the active section of the trajectory  
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the determination of the relative current leakage of gases, 
with the initial conditions must be relevant data taken 
from the firing tables, as well as values due to meteoro-
logical factors. 
The calculation of the second passive section of the 
trajectory of the projectile flight will be carried out on the 
basis of a correspondingly adapted mathematical model 
2PPT
dS  and the assumption of speed constancy at the 
beginning of the considered section of the trajectory. At 
this stage, the task is to determine the horizontal compo-
nent and the motion time of the projectile in the final sec-
tion of the trajectory. 
 
2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Nowadays, during the studying of flight of reactive 
and rocket-assisted projectiles, very important task is 
studying of powered and passive trajectory parameters. In 
general, amount of mistakes in firing preparation on pow-
ered trajectory comes up to 60–70% of total amount of 
mistakes [8]. 
There is no simple analytical dependences in modern 
ballistic literature [1, 2, 6], which allow to calculate in the 
first approximation parameters of powered and passive 
trajectory and in cut-off engine point. These mathematical 
dependences can be used for previous assessment of char-
acteristics of developed type of the shell. 
In the paper [9] describes a new multidisciplinary 
computational study undertaken to model the flight trajec-
tories and the free-flight aerodynamics of both a finned 
projectile at supersonic velocities and a spinning projec-
tile at subsonic speeds with and without aerodynamic 
flow-control. A method to efficiently generate a complete 
aerodynamic description for projectile flight dynamic 
modelling is described in work [10]. In a train aid [11] 
basic information is expounded about motion of rockets in 
space, resulted equalizations of motion of aircraft for the 
active and passive areas of trajectory. In the works [3, 12] 
is offered model of the moving, the flying machine on 
solid fuels with account for rotation and curvatures of the 
Earth, influences wind and other aerodynamically pa-
rameter’s; the research of the works parameters influence 
of ramjet on distance and precisions of jet-projectiles is 
conducted in paper [13]. 
A realistic non-linear flight dynamics model has been 
developed to perform simulations to prove the accuracy of 
the presented algorithms [14]. The work [15] address a 
full six degrees of freedom projectiles flight dynamics 
analysis. In the paper [16] introduces a novel approach for 
controlling the exterior ballistic properties of spin-
stabilized bullets by optimizing their internal mass distri-
butions. 
Currently, mathematical models to study external bal-
listics are cumbersome. This work aims to define and 
expand upon the theoretical procedure of determination of 




3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
To solve this problem, the basic relations and equa-
tions of the external ballistics, describing the movement 
of the center of masses of reactive (active-reactive) shells 
and mines, are taken into account, taking into account the 
forces acting on the moving object of external forces and 
moments. Analytical solutions are based on the use of the 
small correction method and the linearization of the corre-
sponding aerodynamic and kinematics characteristics. To 
determine the elements of the motion of the jet projectile 
at the key moments of motion (climbing from the guide), 
at the end of the active site and the passive section of the 
trajectory, take the averaged values оf the force of traction 
and mass of the projectile during the movement on the 
specified areas, and also used tables of external ballistics 
or the classical method of Siacci. 
Let’s make up an equation of translational motion of 
the missile along the guiding line, with elevation angle 0  
(Fig. 1): 
 
  000 sinGwm . (1) 
 
 
Figure 1 – The movement of the missile along the guiding line 
 
The frictional force fN  in formulae (1) is product 
of the coefficient of frictional force f  to normal reaction 
of guiding line N , which we will determine from balance 
of forces on perpendicular to guiding line: 
 
 0cosG 00 N  or 00cosG N . (2) 
 
Adding to equation (2) the amount of frictional force 
00 cosGN  ff , gm00G  , we will determine the 








w . (3) 
 
In general, with changeable quantities of mass of the 
shell m and engine thrust force   we will determine the 
speed   and the path 0S  of the missile on the guiding 
line using the method of tabular integration of the equa-
tion (3), using the ratio of acceleration w , speed   and 
the path 0S : 
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0 . (4) 
 
For approximate calculation of the elements of 
movement of the missile in the moment of descent from 
the guiding line, permanent and averaged values of thrust 
force   and mass of the shell are taken. In this case it’s 
reasonable to consider that the movement of the missile 
on the guiding line has permanent acceleration 
 















 0const , where m  is ex-







0  and 
0mma  , we will get estimated expression of permanent 
(average) acceleration of the missile on the guiding line: 
 







e . (6) 
 
Using the formulas of uniformly accelerated move-
ment, we will determine the speed 0  and time 0t  of the 
descent of the missile from the guiding line: 
 




 . (7) 
 
If 0t  is known, then we will determine a ratable part 
of the powder fighting load 0 , which had been burnt till 
















The quantity 0  is needed to calculate elements of 
powered trajectory of the missile.  
Consequently, the parameters of the descent of the 
missile from the guiding line 0 , 0t , 0  can be used as 
initial conditions to solve the set of equations of move-
ment of the missile along passive and powered trajectory 
in account to data from Table 1. 
Using dependences [3, 4, 6–8] have been determined 
descent parameters of the missile from the guiding line: 





Table 1 – The example of calculation of parameters of descent 
of the missile from the guiding line 
Initial data 
Caliber of the missile 182.0d  m 
Full initial weight of the missile 1600 q  kg 
Weight of reactive (powder) fighting load 5.420   kg 
Thruster-on time (total burning time of the 
powder fighting load) 
96.2a  s 
Effective velocity of powder gas 2020eU  m/s 
Form coefficient of the missile according to 
reference function of air drag 1943rd year 
4.143 i  
Elevation angle 0
0 40  
Path length of the missile along the guiding 
line 
66.20 S  m 
Friction coefficient is accepted 1.0f  
 
These findings correlate very accurately with calcula-
tions conducted by modeling of equation system of 
movement of the missile along the guiding line [4]. 
Reactive (rocket-assisted) shell has a reactive engine, 
it creates reactive force RF

 (Fig. 2). 
 




Reactive force is a result of powder gas efflux through 
a nozzle with efflux speed aw

, which amount for solid 
fuel reactive engine is about 2000 meters per second. The 
second important characteristic of efflux process is a mas-
sive gas flow rate through the nozzle: 
dt
dm
m  . The 
mass of the missile with running engine on powered tra-
jectory will be changeable because of gas efflux, i.e. 
 tmm  . In nozzle exit section aa , which sectional 
area is aS , pressure of powder gas a  can run up to 
1.0…1.5 MPa. Reactive force vector RF

 is directed to the 
side, which is reversed to flow speed vector aU

. The 
amount of reactive speed RF  is the product of second 
flow and gas efflux speed aU : 
 
 aR UmF  . (9) 
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Naturally, reactive force is resultant of all the pressure 
forces, which affect the interior surface of jet engine. 
Thus, resultant pressure force to the direction of reactive 
force  naaS   will affect the external surface of the 
missile, including the area of nozzle exit section aS . The 
sum of reactive force and that additional pressure force 
makes up engine thrust  : 
 
  naaa SUm   . (10) 
 
The first item in formula (10) is the main and known 
as dynamic component of thrust; the second one for mis-
siles composes 10…15% of the first [4] and is known as 
static component of thrust. If to factor out the main item 


















then, we will get a new clause for thrust force: 
 
 eUm . (11) 
 
The engine power setting missile changes lowly, con-
sequently we can regard the flow speed eU  as constant, 
and the flow per second m  and pressure a  are changing 
pro rata to the pressure inside the engine chamber. There-
fore, thrust power of the missile is regarded as constant 
and equal: 
 
 1gIm , (12) 
 
where 1I  is value, which will be determined according to 
formula [2]. 
So, the specific impulse of jet engine being the rela-
tion of complete impulse of tractive I  force in times of 
work of engine to weight of reactive charge force is im-














1 . (13) 
 
Making necessary transformations of dependence (13) 











1 . (14) 
 
If only one thrust force   influences on the shell, then 
we will get a clause for deliberate speed of shell’s head-
way maxV : 
 
  Pe mmUV /1lnmax  , (15) 
 
where  mmmP 0  – is passive mass of the shell on 
passive part of trajectory. 
Missile trajectory (Fig. 3) consists of powered trajec-
tory sector from take-off point О to the point  , where 
burning of solid fuel ends, and two sectors of passive tra-
jectory: passive trajectory sector 1 from point   to point 
С  , it’s ordinate is equal to ordinate kY , and passive tra-
jectory sector 2 from point С   to the incidence point С . 
Rocket-assisted projectile trajectory has one more passive 
trajectory sector from take-off point to engine ignition 
point F where subsides inflammation of solid fuel and 
powered trajectory sector starts from point F to engine 
cut-off point  . The second passive trajectory sector for 
rocket-assisted projectile includes passive trajectory sec-
tor 1 and passive trajectory sector 2 – for a missile. 
 
Figure 3 – The trajectory of the reactive (rocket-assisted)  
projectile 
 
To calculate powered trajectory sector we will use set 













  cosVX ;  sinVY , (16) 
 
by three forces: gravitation mgG ; drag force 





ONVV  – conventional table speed. 
The coefficient of form of the shell ai  on powered tra-
jectory will be minor than on passive: iia 75.0 . 
Changeable mass of reactive (rocket-assisted) projectile m 






0  . (17) 
 
According to exterior ballistic, reactive (rocket-
assisted) projectile trajectory is flat, but it’s azimuth de-
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viation during all the movement time amounts to zero: 
0z . 











it changes from 0 to 0mmk   in the moment ktt  . 
Then formula (17) will be: 
 
   10mm . (19) 
 
























0  then  kddt . (20) 
 
Using the last proportion we will pass from argument 
t to argument   in equations (16) and considering infor-
mation in work [3] we will get the system of differential 
equations of movement of reactive (rocket-assisted) pro-










































































2  (21) 
 
where 

















































where 222 azахa WWW  . All signs are well known in exte-
rior ballistics [1, 2, 5]. 
For aircrafts, stabilized by empennage: 
 
















for aircrafts, stabilized by rotation: 
 
















  rr VV , 
 








Initial conditions, in which set of equations (21), 
should be solved are 0 : for a missile 0X , 0Y , 
0V , 0 , 0t ; for rocket-assisted projectile 
1XX  ; 1YY  ; 1VV  ; 1 ; 1tt  . 
 
4 EXPERIMENTS 
The system (21) consists of five equations, contains 
five desired quantities X , Y , V ,  , t  and, conse-
quently it is complete. The first three equations are com-
bined, they should be solved in conjunction. The last 
equations don’t allow to find the dependence between t  
and  . If gas flow rate per second m  is constant average 
value ktmm / , then values ac  and k  is constant also. 
In this case, the dependence between t  and   will be 
clear: for a missile  kt ; for rocket-assisted projectile 
1tkt  . 
Elements of a trajectory in the end of active sector 
kX , kY , kZ , kV , k  arm determined under the condi-
tion that  1ttttt kk   or k . So, it’s necessary to 
integrate the set of equations (21) or to solve the system 
of equations (16) with the help of exterior ballistic tables 
[2, 7].  
If we calculate the trajectory parameters in cut-off en-















kZ  a new 
deductions system con be offered, which lies in calcula-
tion of deductions for powered trajectory for divergences 









altitude of trajectory  k
p
k YYY  and side direction 
 k
p




1. The system of recording of deductions, described 
in this chapter, which lies in calculation of deviation of 
parameters of the trajectory in the end of powered sector 
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from table, allows improving accuracy of determination 
of purposes for reactive artillery firing. 
2. The accuracy of determination of firing purposes 
on the base of full artillery preparation by the present 
method, according to the correction columns of The firing 
tables is 1.5–2% in range and 5–10 points of a protractor 
in direction [7], and by described method, as calculations 
have shown, 0.9–1.2% in range and 3–5 points of a pro-
tractor in direction [3]. 
The first passive sector may be considered as inde-
pendent trajectory, which has initial speed kV  and the 
angle of departure k , therefore, the calculation of pas-
sive trajectory sector probably doesn’t differ from calcu-
lation of shell trajectory by the methods, described earlier 
[1, 2, 5]. Besides it, we should take into account the next 
peculiarities: the mass of the shell will be equal to passive 
mass pm ; the crest factor ni  of the missile with cut-off 
jet engine after solid fuel is burnt, should be determined; 
the density of air in departure point   and dispensing of 
air along the height differ from normal. The next case we 
can take into account using the next ballistic coefficient 
c  [2]: 
 




















 , (23) 
 
1b  – is the coefficient, which can be found with the help 
of the Table 2 account to [2]: 
 
Table 2  The fragment of found of the coefficient of the shell 
рс  0.20 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.80 
1b  0.435 0.450 0.465 0.475 0.480 
 
In the first approximation, before we get the quan-
tityY  , we take the ballistic coefficient  kр Yсс  , 
then we refine it according to the dependence (22) and, 
eventually, we can determine the trajectory sectors in the 
point C : X  , T  , CV  , C  according to the exterior bal-
listic tables [2, 6]. 
The second passive trajectory sector can be calculated 
with different approximation extent. The first approxima-
tion can be considered as linear, which creates with axis 
abscissa c , and the translational motion of the missile – 
as equal to the speed CV  . In the first approximation we 
will get clear clauses of the horizontal movement с  and 



















and the elements of the trajectory in the incidence point 
C: 
 
1,ck XXX  , 1,ckt  , 
 CC  , CC VV  . (25) 
 
The last two equations are acceptable for practice, but 
for the first two it’s necessary to refine the quantities c  
and c , using expansion of the ordinate Y  in a row in 
environs of the point C   according to quantity degree 




1,21, cccc  , 
2




































Consequently, by explaining and clarifying an ana-
lyzed method of calculating for the description of shells 
and mines in motion and examining the important practi-
cal problems related to indexes, we clarify and indicate 
that these concepts influence both the theoretical picture 
for development of reliable analytical methods and sug-
gest important practical problems related to the calcula-
tion of tactical and technical indexes of jet-projectiles. 
They form the theoretical basis of modern strategy for 
creation of new types of live ammunitions. 
 
6 DISCUSSION 
The calculation of the passive trajectory sector (from 
point O to point N) for rocket-assisted projectile is the 
simple calculation of the elements of the trajectory in ran-
dom point; this calculation is made with the help of the 
exterior ballistic tables [2, 6] or with Siacci method [6]. 
The system of equations (21) can be used for accurate 
calculation of trajectory elements. 
Thus, dependences of calculation of passive trajectory, 
with the help of exterior ballistic tables, allow to assess 
approximately parameters of trajectory in the missile im-
pact point, aimed to assess previously the quality of the 
ammunition on development stage; mistakes in determi-
nation of parameters of passive trajectory, according to 
tables of exterior ballistic [2, 6] and with the help of the 
system of differential equations (21), as calculations have 
shown, come to %107   [3]. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. In this article are offered analytic dependences for 
calculation of the parameters of the descent of the missile 
from the guiding line, which are the initial conditions to 
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solve the set of equations of the movement on active and 
passive trajectory sectors. 
2. Here is offered the set of equations of the move-
ment of the reactive (rocket-assisted) shell, which allows 
calculating it’s parameters in the end of the powered tra-
jectory, what underlies new way of the determination of 
the devices for those type of shell. As calculations have 
shown the accuracy of determination of purposes for fir-
ing by offered method comes to 0.9–1.2 % %2,19,0   in 
range, and 53  points of a protractor in direction, by the 
modern method – 1.5–1.2 % in range and 105  points of 
a protractor in direction. 
3. The analytic methods of the calculation of active 
and passive trajectory sectors of the aircrafts allow deter-
mining what factors and how influencing on the flight 
parameters, what can be taken into account during the 
development of the new, perspective models of reactive 
(rocket-assisted) shells. 
The scientific novelty. The analytical methods of de-
termination of parameters of descend reactive and rocket 
assisted projectiles are developed from sending, that suit-
able for the use at establishment of closer definition of 
initial conditions in the process of solution of the system 
of nonlinear differential equations of motion on the active 
and passive area of trajectory. 
The practical significance of obtained results is: the 
analytical methods of calculation of active and passive 
areas of trajectory of motion of reactive and rocket as-
sisted projectiles offered in the article allow preliminary 
to estimate, what factors and in what measure influence 
on the kinematics parameters of their flight and also will 
allow to take into account in technical calculations on the 
stage of development of perspective standards of and jet-
projectiles. 
Prospects for further research are: research of influ-
encing of passive area of trajectory of motion of reactive 
projectiles and second passive area of motion of rocket 
assisted projectiles enables to determine the parameters of 
trajectory in the point of falling (neighborhoods of target) 
that is important for a correction fire at firings and also at 
the fire inflicting defeat of destroying target during the 
next starting of shells.to study the proposed set of indica-
tors for a broad class of practical problems. 
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AНОТАЦІЯ 
Актуальність. В рамках прийнятих гіпотез які спрощені запропоновано наближену схему розрахунку параметрів акти-
вної і пасивної ділянок траєкторії, яка дає змогу досліджувати властивості траєкторії руху існуючих, а також перспективних 
зразків реактивних та активно-реактивних снарядів. Об’єктом дослідження є модель розрахунку елементів траєкторії руху 
реактивних і активно-реактивних снарядів на основі нелінійної системи диференціальних рівнянь руху центра мас твердого 
тіла.  
Мета роботи – запропонувати для практичного використання нову систему поправок в дальності і напрямку на відхи-
лення умов польоту снарядів від табличних значень, заснованої на розрахунках елементів траєкторії руху снарядів в кінці 
активної ділянки траєкторії, що дозволяє значно підвищити точність підготовки установок для стрільби і як результат, – 
ефективність ураження цілі. 
Метод. Запропонований аналітичний метод дозволяє: визначати комплекс показників, що характеризують процес схо-
дження реактивного снаряда з напрямної, і уточнення початкових умов необхідних для інтегрування системи рівнянь руху 
на активній ділянці траєкторії; розраховувати кінематичні елементи першої пасивної ділянки траєкторії для активно-
реактивних снарядів (мін), яка розглядається як самостійна траєкторія, що впливає на перебіг польоту снаряда на активній 
ділянці траєкторії. Розрахунок пасивної ділянки траєкторії для реактивних снарядів і другої пасивної ділянки для активно-
реактивних снарядів необхідні для отримання параметрів траєкторії в точці падіння (в околі цілі), що є важливим для коре-
гування вогню при наступному ураженні цілі реактивними (активно-реактивними) снарядами (мінами). 
Результати. Розроблена методика розрахунку апробована при оцінюванні точності визначення елементів траєкторії ру-
ху реактивних снарядів.  
Висновки. Проведені розрахунки на основі розробленої аналітичної методики підтверджують працездатність запропо-
нованого математичного забезпечення і дозволяють рекомендувати його на практиці при вирішенні задач зовнішньої баліс-
тики з можливістю оптимізації траєкторії руху керованих і некерованих літальних об’єктів. Перспективи подальших дослі-
джень полягають у створенні уточнених методів розрахунку тактико-технічних показників нових типів боєприпасів.  
КЛЮЧОВІ СЛОВА: математичне моделювання руху балістичних тіл, тяга двигуна, секундна витрата палива, вага реа-
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AННОТАЦИЯ 
Актуальность. В рамках принятых упрощающих гипотез предложена приближенная схема расчета параметров актив-
ного и пассивного участков траектории, позволяющая исследовать свойства траектории движения существующих, а также 
перспективных образцов реактивных и активно-реактивных снарядов. Объектом исследований является модель расчета 
элементов траектории движения реактивных и активно-реактивных снарядов на основе нелинейной системы дифференци-
альных уравнений движения центра масс твердого тела.  
Цель работы – предложить для практического использования новую систему поправок в дальности и направлении на 
отклонение условий полета снарядов от табличных значений, основанной на расчетах элементов траектории движения сна-
рядов в конце активного участка траектории, что позволяет значительно повысить точность подготовки установок для 
стрельбы и в конечном итоге, – эффективность поражения цели. 
Метод. Предложенный аналитический метод позволяет: определять комплекс показателей, характеризующих процесс 
схождения реактивного снаряда с направляющей, и уточнении начальных русловый необходимых для интегрирования сис-
темы уравнений движения на активном участке траектории; рассчитывать кинематические элементы первого пассивного 
участка траектории для активно-реактивных снарядов (мин), рассматриваемая как самостоятельная траектория, влияющая 
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на процесс полета снаряда на активном участке траектории. Расчет пассивного участка траектории для реактивных снарядов 
и второго пассивного участка для активно-реактивных снарядов необходимы для получения параметров траектории в точке 
падения (в окрестности цели), имеющего важное значение для корректировки огня в последующем уничтожении цели реак-
тивными (активно-реактивными) снарядами (минами). 
Результаты. Разработанная методика расчета апробирована при оценивании точности определения элементов траекто-
рии движения реактивных снарядов. 
Выводы. Проведенные расчеты на основе разработанной аналитической методики подтверждают работоспособность 
предлагаемого математического обеспечения и позволяют рекомендовать его для практического применения при решении 
задач внешней баллистики с возможностью оптимизации траектории движения управляемых и неуправляемых летательных 
объектов. Перспективы дальнейших исследований состоят в создании уточненных методов расчета тактико-технических 
показателей новых типов боеприпасов. 
КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА: математическое моделирование движения баллистического тела, тяга двигателя, секундный 
расход топлива, вес реактивного топлива, время работы двигателя, активный и пассивный участок траектории. 
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